2001 ford f150 heater hose replacement
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this process. If there is a strong smell of antifreeze in the cab or a puddle of coolant on the
floor, the diagnosis is easy. Check that the radiator is full, not the overflow tank, the radiator. On
a cold engine you can remove the radiator cap and check the level. It should be full. If there is
air in the system it will affect cab heating and engine cooling. Another good check is to feel the
two heater hoses going into the firewall from a cold start. The hoses should warm up at about
the same rate and get uncomfortably hot-close to radiator temperature. If the core appears to be
OK, the next concern is with the blend door that diverts air through the heater core. This is a
common failure on the F We have a video posted on our web site that shows how to diagnose
and repair the system. Please follow my user name back to my bio page to find a cut-and-paste
link to the web site. You are only a few clicks away from solving the problems. Locate heater
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temperature is controlled with electric motors on airflow control doors. The coolant valve to the
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near the bulkhead below the windscreen. There isn't a heater valve. The temperature is
controlled by airflow doors inside the dash. The valve is usually vacuum-controlled, which is
operated by controls on the dash. Purpose: The valve is used help control heater output.
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located on the throttle body. The idle air control valve on a Volvo S80 is located on the intake
manifold. The valve controls the rate at which the engine holds an idle. The Infinity intake valve
timing control position sensor is located on the back and of the head. The sensor should be
labeled as such. The IAC valve is mounted on the upper intake plenum manifold. On idle speed
control actuator is located on the front of the air intake plenum. Open the hood of the car and
find the idle air control valve. The valve is located on the Gran Marquis' throttle body. The idle
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is the opposite of 0. Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ
music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion
without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By
Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do
animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE
Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By
Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed Where is the heater control valve located on a f? Unanswered
Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is
not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson
of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke?
Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material
on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except
with prior written permission of Multiply. Hi, I got a new problem trying to fix another. So I was
trying to replace the PCV valve and I accidentally barely bumped into the smaller coolant hose
that goes into the right passenger side of the firewall, and the metallic part of the hose looks
like it was corroded and snapped. It's an extremely hard to reach area and the other end of the
hose is even worse. So since it apparently looks like it has a special quick disconnect on the
end that goes into the firewall. What would be the easiest way to go about replacing this? Do I
need a special tool or can it disconnect without it? And also since the other end is in a
nightmarish spot could I just cut the hose so far down and use a coupling to connect a new
hose to the old one? I'm pretty much stuck until then. Do you. Hello, If you can get a hose on
anything of the metallic part that's still there, do it. The metallic part is the outlet tube from your
vehicle's heater core. I would still recommend replacing the heater core if the tubes are badly
corroded to keep from a coolant leak and possibly doing engine damage from overheating. If
you would like to replace your heater core we have step by step instructions on how to do this.
Make sure you have a whole day set aside to do this though, because you will literally have to
remove your entire dash to get to it. Please let us know what you would like to do. Was this
answer. Hey Alex, yeah I cut some of the old hose and I bought a coupler to fit the new hose on.
Right now I got it bypassing the heater core I know not a good idea until I get the tool I'll need.
The front end of my truck sits so high up I can't even reach the firewall at all without a step
stool. I get what you mean with the corrosion. I don't think I'll ever be up to replacing a heater
core with everything you got to go through just to access it. Once the new part's on and the
heater core starts leaking then I'll just bypass it again and use my other vehicle in the winter.
But to get the old part off and the new one on. How exactly do I use the tool for the quick
connect? Thanks for your help! Hello again, I know replacing the heater core is a bear of a job. I
don't know why they don't make an access door in the firewall and a way to remove it from the
HVAC box from there. Keep us posted as to how everything turns out. Thanks, Alex 2CarPros
Was this answer. I definitely will, thanks for replying back, so I got a friend at work that has a

little experience with these quick connect hoses and he managed to get the old ones off. He
said the new ones will just go straight on as is and clip on to the metal part of the line. The thing
is though when I bought a new one it had a blue clip in the plastic end, when my friend took
both the old ones off they didn't have the clips in them. So I'm guessing the old ones stayed on,
if that's the case then do I take the clip off the new ones or see if the old ones are still on and
take those off? Thanks Was this answer. Hello again, In the diagrams down below I have
included the directions for the removal and installation of your vehicle's heater hoses from the
vehicle manufacturer. Please go through this guide and let us know how it turns out. I hope this
helps. Hey Alex, I got somewhat of an update for you. I got some pictures to help explain my
problem some. I got one replacement part mainly because everybody is out of stock at the
moment, but me and my friend from work tried to see if it would snap onto the old clips on the
firewall but it wouldn't fit, turns out the clips have a little tab on the sides along with the two
teeth that holds the hose on that the new part wasn't made for. So in the pictures I compared
the old plastic part of the hose that broke off to the new one I bought. The old one is more
circular than the new one, the new one is Carquest brand, I highlighted in red the little tabs that
won't allow the new part to go on and in yellow are the teeth that clips the plastic onto the line.
The other pictures are of the new part and the lines coming from the firewall, also I removed the
old O-rings from the lines because the new part had one in it, I still have them if I need them. So
from here do I have to have Motorcraft only or is there a way the old clips come off? My friend
said there was something holding the old clips on and even he had a very hard time messing
with it. What do you think Alex? Images Click to enlarge. Hello again, Yes, there are specialized
tools that you can purchase at any auto parts store that are specifically designed to this. In the
diagrams down below I have included the OEM tool number for you to cross reference it by. Hey
Alex, I wanted to let you know that I finally got it all fixed, I had to climb up on top of the motor
just to get to the firewall and I still barely reached it, but I managed to get the old clips off and I
simply pushed the new hoses on until they clicked, after that I got another hose coupler and
coupled the new hoses into the old ones and it all worked beautifully. Now leaks and great heat,
thanks for all your help! Use 2CarPros anytime, we are here to help. Please tell a friend. I belive
that I have a pinprick heater hose leak because my coolant slowly leaks out but only after
driving and not when it is parked. Where are the heater hose located and what is the best way to
comfirm this problem Was this answer. The heater hoses are on the passenger side. They enter
the firewall just up underneath the windsheild cowl. How much coolant are you loosing? I am
changeing my heater hose. Do I need a special tool for it as it has a special connector. If it i9s
the connector I am think it is, you need a release tool. You should be able to find an inexpensive
one at your local parts store, they may even have one you can rent. It slips over the connector,
depressing the lock tabs so you can remove the hose, but be careful not to damage the heater
core when pulling the hoses off. Need to know what tool works to remove heater hose quick
connect I know they make a plastic ring that inserts and u use a bar to pull it and also a plastic
ring that clamps on the outside of the quick connect Was this answer. Al5i had several tabs
pulled up looking for parts I clicked the wrong one. Try this one! The medic14 Was this answer. I
recently replaced a leaking heater core on my Ford F 4. Now I cannot figure out how to
re-connect the "quick connectors" Dorman part I've tried to re-connect with the center locking
clip and gaskets attached to the new heater core. I also tried it with some WD40 I've tried to
reconnect it with the gaskets and locking clip attached to the black clip at the end of each hose.
The connectors are supposed to self lock when you push it in. Push the connector in as far as
you can and gently pry the locking tab outwards with a screwdriver. Ensure the O'ring is not too
dry. A little lubricant such as rubber greae would help. Should I have the locking clip and O
rings attached the the tube on the heater core? And then follow your guidenace Or should insert
them in
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to each hose along with the locking clip and then do what your saying? The clips should be on
the heater core. The tips of the tube are expanded and you would not be able to fit in if the clips
are inserted into the hoses first. Install clip onto heater core. O'ring should be inside the hose
fitting. Plug hose onto the heater core pipe and push as far as it can go. Pry the clip outwards to
get it to lock. Pull at hose to endure it is locked and does not diengage. The fitting would seem a
litle loose and when you push the hose, it would move slightly inwards but that is ok. It should
not disengage when you pull at it. Sorry, about this. The O'ring should be on the heater pipe
after the clip is installed. Please login or register to post a reply. Why My Heater Isn't Working? I
Have A Ford F 4x4, 5. Step by step guide on how to replace automotive engine heater hoses,

this article pertains to most vehicles. Heater Core? What Would Cause This? Sponsored links.
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